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On an attack tracking across ASes, the operational cost
on the transfer of the tracking information to other network
domains, the misuses of traceback systems to steal sensitive
information or to comsume resources on ASes, and the risks
of depending on a specific traceback technique are issued.
To solve these issues, we propose InterTrack, an autonomous
architecture for tracking attacks across borders of ASes and
for providing a foundation to combine detection, traceback and
protection (Fig.1).

InterTrack runs a preliminary investigation of an attack
path across Autonomous Systems (ASes) to find attack-source
ASes, while at the same time concealing sensitive information
of each AS. In parallel with the preliminary investigation,
InterTrack can run a deep inspection on each suspected AS for
detecting attacker. InterTrack can also trace an attack even if
the attack come across different address spaces through some
address translators (e.g. a NAT router or a 6to4 tunnel).

Such parallel investigations are brought by three charac-
teristics of InterTrack: the separated tracking stages along
with routing domains, the independence of the inside tracking
from each other network domain, and the interconnections
between different traceback systems through several messages
which contain the tracking information. Due to these three
characteristics, each tracking stage not only can employ dif-
ferent traceback systems according to their properties, but also
can replace its traceback technique to another feasible one
regardless of other stages or other domains. Furthermore, these
three characteristics allow each network domain to apply its
own operational policy to each attack tracking request.

Because InterTrack can cooperate with detection systems
and protection systems shown as Fig.1, we predict that Inter-
Track will expedite the recent attack tracking and protecting in
practice, and will become a deterrent against network attacks.

I. ATTACK TRACKING ON INTERTRACK

An attack tracking on InterTrack is composed of four stages:
the tracking initiation stage, the border tracking stage, the
intra-AS tracking stageand the inter-AS tracking stage. The
tracking initiation stage is for access control and for making
decisions to trace attacks along with operational policies. The
Border tracking stage and the inter-AS tracking stage are for
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Fig. 1. Procedures of an attack tracking on InterTrack



a preliminary investigation of an attack across ASes. In the
intra-AS tracking stage, InterTrack seeks more detailed attack
paths or detects attacker nodes.

The InterTrack architecture is constructed of these com-
ponents as follows; Inter-domain Tracking Manager (ITM),
Tracking Client (TC), Decision Point (DP), Border Tracking
Manager (BTM), Border Tracking System (BTS), Domain
Tracking Manager (DTM) and Domain Tracking System
(DTS). Fig.1 shows the procedures of tracking on InterTrack.

ITM is a mediator of attack tracking on each AS, and a
coordinator of each AS on the inter-AS tracking stage. TC is
an interface between InterTrack and detection systems. In the
tracking initiation stage, DP controls accesses from detection
systems through TCs, protection systems and InterTrack, and
ITM decides whether or not ITM starts tracing along with
operational policies or situations. In the border tracking stage,
BTM traces attacks by running a BTS on EGP domain
for preliminary investigation on each AS and for collecting
evidences to decide next actions. DTM is a manager of an IGP
sub-domain on an AS. In the intra-AS tracking stage, a DTM
inspects a IGP sub-domain network by a DTS for detecting and
isolating attacker nodes. BTS is a traceback system specified
to grasp the state of an AS and upstream neighbor ASes on
an attack path. On the other and, DTS is a traceback system
for detecting a detail attack path or investigating the true IP /
MAC address of an attacker node. Because the border tracking
and intra-AS tracking on an AS are independent from those
of other ASes, both BTS and DTS can be replaced to another
feasible traceback system by each AS regardless of traceback
techniques on other network domains.

A. Tracking Initiation Stage

First, on behalf of a victim node, a network operator or
a detection system such as IDS inputs the headers and the
payload of an issued attack into a TC (Fig.1(1)).

Second, the TC tries to connect to a DP on the AS and
to send a tracking request with the frame dump (Fig.1(2)).
When a DP receives a connection request from a TC, the DP
authenticates the TC, establishes a session with the TC, and
forwards the tracking request to the paired ITM with a time
stamp (Fig.1(3)). If the DP cannot process the authentication
of the TC, then, the DP refuses the connection between the
TC. Also a DP controls the interval of tracking requests from
TCs because an attack tracking over the Internet consumes
several resources on each AS. Through the access control by
DPs, InterTrack can prevent ASes from misuses of traceback
systems: steeling topologies or consuming resources by nu-
merous continuous requests, for example.

Third, when an ITM receives a tracking request from the
paired DP, the ITM assigns a tracking ID to the tracking
request. The ITM forwards the tracking ID to the TC through
the paired DP (Fig.1(4)), and starts tracking the issued attack.

B. Border Tracking Stage

After the tracking initiation stage, the ITM asks the paired
BTM to examine the state of AS for the attack and to get
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Fig. 2. Variations of state of an AS on an attack

evidences for deciding next actions (Fig.1(5)). When a BTM
receives a tracking request from the paired ITM, the BTM
picks up parameters from the tracking request, inputs these
parameters into a BTS and runs the BTS to track the attack
on borders of EGP domain on an AS.

By running a BTS, a BTM examines the state of the AS
about the issued attack. The variations of the state of an AS
are shown in Fig.2. Each variation is as follows;

• Refused: an AS refuses to follow the attack tracking
because of an operational policy (Fig.2(a)).

• Unknown: an AS is in unknown condition due to the lack
of a tracking method or some troubles (Fig.2(b)).

• Busy: an AS is busy because of treating other tracking
requests (Fig.2(c)).

• Wait: an AS is now tracking but needs much more time
to get a tracking result (Fig.2(d)).

• Not Found: an AS is not included in the attack path
(Fig.2(e)).

• Attacker: an AS has one or more attacker nodes inside
the AS (Fig.2(f)).

• Infected: an AS receives the attack from one or more
attacker nodes inside the AS (Fig.2(g)).

• Victim: an AS is just the victim of the attack (Fig.2(h)).
• Transit: an AS just forwards the attack (Fig.2(i)).
• Amplifier: an AS not only forwards the attack but also

amplifies the attack by one or more attacker nodes inside
the AS (Fig.2(j)).

• NAT Traversal: an AS forwards the attack from a private
network used inside the AS (Fig.2(k)).

• Translator: an AS forwards the attack through a translator
such as 4to6 tunnel (Fig.2(l)).

From (a) to (d) in Fig.2 are error status, therefore, the ITM



replies an error message to the issuer ITM or the paired DP.
(e) to (h) in Fig.2 are basic state. If the state of the AS is

Not Found, the ITM notifies the issuer about the tracking result
(Fig.1(9)). When BTM repliesAttackerstate, the ITM sends
a reply message to the issuer for notifying that the attack is
raised from this AS. InAttackerstate, the ITM also transitions
into an intra-AS tracking stage, that is, it queries DTMs on
each sub-domain of the AS to examine details of the attack
in parallel. Infected state shows that the victim on the AS
is attacked by the attacker nodes inside the same AS. In this
state, the ITM starts intra-AS tracking. The ITM starts an inter-
AS tracking, and forwards the tracking request with its ID to
ITMs on suspicious neighbor ASes when the result of border
tracking isVictim.

From (i) to (l) of Fig.2 are state about some transit AS for an
attack flow.Transit is the case where an AS simply forwards
attack packets which came from another AS. InAmplifiercase,
an AS not only forwards attack packets from another AS but
also sends attack packets generated by attacker nodes inside
its own network. In these two cases, the ITM forwards the
tracking request to each ITM on each suspicious neighbor AS.
Also, the ITM runs an intra-AS tracking when the ITM is in
the Amplifier state.

(k) and (l) of Fig.2 are the cases where the attack comes
through an address translator.NAT Traversalstate shows an
AS forwards an attack which comes through a NAT router in
a private network managed by the AS. In theTranslatorcase,
an AS translates the address spaces of the attack packets by a
4to6 / 6to4 tunnel on the AS. In these address translation cases,
the ITM adds the information about the address translation
reported by the BTM into the tracking request, transitions its
managing address space to another one, and starts the border
tracking on the another address space (Fig.1(8”) and (9”)).

C. Inter-AS Tracking Stage

An inter-AS tracking is a recursive border tracking on each
AS included in an attack path. When an ITM receives a request
to follow an inter-AS tracking from a neighbor ITM, the ITM
runs border tracking and decides next actions. If the border
tracking result shows some of the incoming cases (Fig.2(h)-
(l)), the ITM forwards the tracking request with its ID. The
recursive forwarding of the tracking request across ASes is
continued by ITMs on the attack path until the tracking request
arrived in theAttackerstate AS or an AS reports one of error
state (Fig.1(8), (8’) and (8”)). On replying the tracking request,
each ITM generates a reply message with its state shown in
Fig.2, puts the reply message with the results from neighbors
into a reverse AS path, prunes the reverse AS path along with
the operational policy on each AS, and replies the pruned
reverse AS path to the issuing neighbor (Fig.1(9), (9’), (9”)).

A forwarded tracking request message includes the ITM
path which contains each ITM’s ID on the forwarding path like
the path record of BGP. Therefore, if a loop occurs, each ITM
can recognize the loop by the ITM path record on the tracking
request message. When a loop happens, the ITM discards the
tracking request. After some time period has been spent and a

time out occurs, the issuer ITM judges that the neighbor ITM
discarded the tracking request or some trouble happened. Also,
a tracking request message contains a value of Time-To-Live
(TTL) field that can prevent endless loops.

When the original issuer ITM receives reply messages from
all of issued neighbor ITMs, merge the inter-AS tracking result
with the result of an intra-AS tracking on its own AS, and
replies the tracking result to the issuing TC through the paired
DP (Fig.1(10)).

D. Intra-AS Tracking Stage

The intra-AS tracking stage is aimed to seek and isolate
attacker nodes inside an AS. Basically, the results of intra-AS
tracking are not disclosed to other ASes through InterTrack.
The reason of information hiding is as follows; an intra-AS
tracking is more detailed inspection to track a true attack path
on an AS or to get the true IP / MAC addresses of attacker
nodes, and a result of an intra-AS tracking is likely to contain
some sensitive information such as a topology described in
router hops liketraceroute. Although the details of intra-AS
tracking are not disclosed, a reverse AS path reported by an
inter-AS tracking is sufficient to find ASes which can filter
out the attack efficiently.

When an ITM starts an intra-AS tracking, the ITM forwards
the tracking request to each DTM on each IGP sub-domain of
the AS with a tracking request (Fig.1(6), (6’)). Each DTM
searches attacker nodes by DTS, and replies the traceback
result to the ITM. By distributing an actual tracking to several
DTMs along with IGP sub-domains, different organizations on
an AS can manage the DTM on each IGP sub-domain and can
apply its local policy on reporting tracking results.

After receiving all reply messages from each DTM or the
time out interval has come (Fig.1(7),(7’)), the ITM aggregates
these reply messages into a tracking tree which shows a detail
path to the attacker nodes inside the AS, and stocks the
tracking result into the paired DP (Fig.1(11)). Then, the DP
can generate a new filter rule from the tracking result, and
can export some filter rules or tracking results themselves to
other detection systems (e.g. IDS or Net-Flow) to start another
tracking, or to some protection systems such as firewall or filter
functions of a router or a switch to isolate attacker nodes from
the network (Fig.1(12)).

II. FUTURE WORK

We have presented the summary of InterTrack, a federation
of IP traceback systems across borders of network operation
domains. We have already developed a prototype implementa-
tion of the InterTrack components and a BTS based on some
hash digest scheme. We predict that InterTrack can trace an
attack even when different traceback techniques are employed
in each BTS or DTS. Now, we are trying to develop another
BTS and DTS implementations based on sampling methods;
we will evaluate the traceability of InterTrack with different
traceback techniques in near future.


